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She is the Queen. The matriarch. She leads her daughters and their daughters.
Inspiring text and striking illustrations follow the empowering journey of an elephant
matriarch as she leads her family through the wilds of Africa. With facts about African
elephants on every spread and a message that will encourage young girls to be the
trailblazers of their generation, She Leads offers an incredible story and an
unforgettable tribute to the strength of a true leader. Open your eyes, princess. One day
you will lead.
Humanity and warmth. They are the cornerstones of quality nonfiction writing - even in
genres more informational than intimate. With "Finding the Heart of Nonfiction," Georgia
Heard demonstrates how with mentor texts you can help students create inviting
nonfiction.
This series of books is designed to help upper elementary teachers teach a rigourous
yearlong writing curriculum.
Focused instruction on important nonfiction writing forms!Help your grade 6+ students
practice nonfiction writing skills with guided instruction using the models and activities in
Nonfiction Writing, Grade 6+.Nonfiction Writing provides 16 units of instruction and
practice activities. Each unit focuses on a specific nonfiction writing form and includes
guided lessons with accompanying student pages that target skills essential to that
writing form. The units are grouped into three sections: expository, persuasive, and
narrative writing.
"The third-grade units were written to support the crucial transition children make from
learning to read to reading to learn. The opening unit, Building a Reading Life, launches
your students' lives as upper elementary school readers. Children ramp up their reading
skills by immersing themselves in within-reach fiction books while working on word
solving, vocabulary development, envisionment, and prediction. The second unit,
Reading to Learn: Grasping Main Ideas and Text Structures, addresses essential skills
for reading expository nonfiction, such as ascertaining main ideas, recognizing text
infrastructure, comparing texts, and thinking critically, as well as the skills for reading
narrative nonfiction, such as determining importance by using knowledge of story
structure. The third unit, Character Studies, lures children into fiction books, teaching
them to closely observe characters, make predictions, and sharpen their skills in
interpretation. The final unit, Research Clubs: Elephants, Penguins, and Frogs, Oh My!,
shows youngsters how to turn to texts as their teachers. Children work in clubs to
gather, synthesise, and organize information about animals, and then use this
information to seek solutions to real-world problems"--pearson.com.
Part of a series of units as part of a year-long curriculum based in primary writing.

Instruction in this series is organized around four grade-specific units of study at
each level and a book of if/then curricular plans. The four units of study at each
grade level are organized around opinion, information, and narrative writing.
Each unit of study contains 18-22 sequential sessions subdivided into three to
four bends, with each bend walking you step-by-step through the entire writing
process from planing and drafting to revising and editing and eventually to
publication. The grade-specific book If ... then ... curriculum : assessment-based
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instruction supports targeted instruction and differentiation with alternative
assessment-based units. Each includes five to eight concise units of study for
you to strategically teach before, after (or in-between) the core curriculum based
on your students needs.
"Up the Ladder Reading: Nonfiction is for upper-grade readers-and teachers-who
are new to the norms and culture of reading workshop, and for readers who
would benefit from foundational instruction in the skills of reading nonfiction. By
instilling strong habits and routines, this unit will support students in taking charge
of their own reading lives and reading nonfiction with curiosity and engagement
as they learn deeply about the world around them"-Part of a series of primary writing units within a yearlong curriculum
Once upon a time, nonfiction books for children routinely included concise,
stodgy writing. Most of the books were text heavy, with just a few scattered
images decorating, rather than enhancing, the content and meaning. But
nonfiction has changed dramatically over the last two decades, evolving into a
new breed of visually dynamic, engaging texts that delight as well as inform. The
timing of these groundbreaking changes couldn't be better, as English Language
Arts standards now put an increased focus on nonfiction reading and writing. For
decades, we've classified fiction as a way to study, understand, and, ultimately,
teach it better. However, up to now, nonfiction hasn't received this same level of
intention. In 5 Kinds of Nonfiction: Enriching Reading and Writing Instruction with
Children's Books, Melissa Stewart and Marlene Correia present a new way to
sort nonfiction into five major categories and show how doing so can help
teachers and librarians build stronger readers and writers. Along the way, they:
introduce the 5 kinds of nonfiction--active, browseable, traditional, expository
literature, and narrative--and explore each category through discussions,
classroom examples, and insights from leading children's book authors; offer tips
for building strong, diverse classroom and library collections; provide more than
20 activities to enhance literacy instruction; and include innovative strategies for
sharing and celebrating nonfiction with students. With more than 150 exemplary
nonfiction book recommendations and Stewart and Correia's extensive
knowledge of literacy instruction, 5 Kinds of Nonfiction will elevate your
understanding of nonfiction in ways that speak specifically to the info-kids in your
classrooms, but will inspire all readers and writers.
"In second grade, children move from a "little-kid" focus on print to a "big-kid"
focus on meaning. The first unit, Second-Grade Reading Growth Spurt, teaches
children to take charge of their reading, drawing on everything they know to
figure out hard words, understand author's craft, and build big ideas about the
books they read. Children learn that books can be their teachers in the second
unit, Becoming Experts: Reading Nonfiction, in which they learn more about
familiar topics and grow understanding of new topics while working on word
solving, vocabulary development, and comparing and contrasting information
across texts. In the third unit, Bigger Books Mean Amping Up Reading Power,
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children learn strategies to build three foundational reading skills--fluency,
understanding figurative language, and comprehension. In the final unit for
second grade, Series Book Clubs, children work within book clubs to study
author's craft to understand ways authors use word choice, figurative language,
punctuation, and even patterns to construct a series and evoke feelings in
readers"--Pearson.com.
Part of a year-long curriculum of units about primary writing
"These assessment tools make progress in writing as transparent, concrete, and
obtainable as possible and put ownership for this progress into the hands of learners,
allowing students and teachers to work toward a very clear image of what good writing
entails." -Lucy Calkins, Writing Pathways Lucy Calkins' groundbreaking performance
assessments offer instructional tools to support continuous assessment, timely
feedback, and clear goals tied to learning progressions that have been aligned with
world-class standards. Originally published as part of the bestselling Units of Study in
Opinion/Argument, Information, and Narrative Writing, grades K-8, Writing Pathways is
ideal for writing workshop, but suitable for any writing instruction context or curriculum.
This practical guide includes: Learning progressions for opinion/argument, information,
and narrative writing, which map the specific benchmarks students will master for every
grade level On-demand writing prompts that support schoolwide performance
assessment Student checklists to help students set goals and integrate crucial selfassessment into their work Rubrics to support individual teachers and professional
learning communities as they evaluate mastery and plan instruction within and across
grade levels Student writing samples that illustrate different ways students have
exemplified standards and highlight essential features of each writing genre Annotated
exemplar pieces of writing on the same topic for every grade level that highlight the
traits you can expect to see at each level of the learning progressions. Who needs
Writing Pathways? Educators who are not yet ready to implement the full Units of Study
curriculum can use Writing Pathways to get started with Lucy Calkins' proven approach
to writing assessment and instruction. Coaches and administrators who are supporting
implementation of Lucy Calkins' Units of Study will find Writing Pathways to be an ideal
resource to guide their work. Who doesn't need Writing Pathways? The content in this
stand-alone edition is the same as in the previous editions found in Lucy Calkins' Units
of Study (K-5 and 6-8 are combined in this new edition). Teachers who have the Units
of Study do not need this new edition.
In A Quick Guide to Teaching Second Grade Writers with Units of Study Lucy Calkins
chronicles a curricular calendar that will help teachers increase the volume of student
writing; encourage students to lift the level of their writing by reviwing, rethinking, and
rewriting their work; and empower students to write with greater independence. A Quick
Guide to Teaching Second Grade Writers with Units of Study is part of the Workshop
Help Desk series. About the Workshop Help Desk series The Workshop Help Desk
series is designed for teachers who believe in workshop teaching and who have
already rolled up their sleeves enough to have encountered the predictable challenges.
If you've struggled to get around quickly enough to help all your writers, if you've
wondered how to tweak your teaching to make it more effective and lasting, if you've
needed to adapt your teaching for English learners, if you've struggled to teach
grammar or nonfiction writing or test prep...if you've faced these and other specific,
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pressing challenges, then this series is for you. Provided in a compact 5" x 7" format,
the Workshop Help Desk series offers pocket-sized professional development. For a
comprehensive overview of the Units of Study for Teaching Writing series, including
sample minilessons, sample videos, curricular calendars, overview presentations,
frequently asked questions, and information on the companion principal's guide and the
Workshop Help Desk series visit unitsofstudy.com.
Part of a collection of units within a year-long primary writing curriculum
"Writing allows each of us to live with that special wide-awakeness that comes from
knowing that our lives and our ideas are worth writing about." -Lucy Calkins Teaching
Writing is Lucy Calkins at her best-a distillation of the work that's placed Lucy and her
colleagues at the forefront of the teaching of writing for over thirty years. This book
promises to inspire teachers to teach with renewed passion and power and to
invigorate the entire school day. This is a book for readers who want an introduction to
the writing workshop, and for those who've lived and breathed this work for decades.
Although Lucy addresses the familiar topics-the writing process, conferring, kinds of
writing, and writing assessment- she helps us see those topics with new eyes. She
clears away the debris to show us the teeny details, and she shows us the majesty and
meaning, too, in these simple yet powerful teaching acts. Download a sample chapter
for more information.
When It Comes to Reading, Writers Have an Advantage We know that writing skills
reinforce reading skills, but what’s the best way to capitalize on this relationship? By
flipping the traditional “reading lesson first, writing lesson second” sequence, Colleen
Cruz helps you make the most of the writing-to-reading connection with 50 carefully
matched lesson pairs centered around non-fiction texts. Lessons can be implemented
either as a complete curriculum or as a supplement to an existing program. Complete
with suggestions on adapting the lessons to suit the needs of your classroom and
individual students, Writers Reader Better offers a solid foundation for giving your
students the advantage of transferable literacy skills.
Mastering second grade reading and writing is fun and exciting with this book that
combines language arts activities with puzzles and humor to lower the barriers to
learning and build essential skills. Reading and writing are two of the most important
building blocks for future learning, and Highlights(TM) brings Fun with a Purpose® into
these essential activities for second graders. Our award-winning content blends reading
and writing skills with puzzles, humor, and playful art, which makes learning exciting
and fun. Second grade reading and writing skills such as phonics, word recognition,
and key ideas will help students improve and will build confidence in the classroom.

The best story is one that comes from the heart. The library is having a contest
for the best story, and the quirky narrator of this book just has to win that
rollercoaster ride with her favorite author! But what makes a story the best? Her
brother Tim says the best stories have lots of action. Her father thinks the best
stories are the funniest. And Aunt Jane tells her that the best stories have to
make people cry. A story that does all these things doesn't seem quite right,
though, and the one thing the whole family can agree on is that the best story has
to be your own. Anne Wilsdorf's hilarious illustrations perfectly capture this
colorful family and their outrageous stories in Eileen Spinelli's heartfelt tale about
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creativity and finding your own voice.
Nonfiction Chapter BooksFirsthand BooksNonfiction WritingProcedures and
ReportsFirsthand Books
Contains eighty lessons for teaching students the craft of nonfiction writing, each
with a discussion of the lesson, directions on how to teach it, and resource
material; grouped by grade level, including kindergarten through second, third
and fourth, and fifth through eighth.
"Nonfiction reading skills are essential to students' achievement in virtually every
academic discipline. To do science, students need to read science books and
articles. To study history, they need to be skilled at reading all kinds of primary
and secondary documents and sources. When we help students become
powerful readers of nonfiction, we help them become powerful learners. Across
this unit, students will develop a solid set of nonfiction reading skills including:
discerning central ideas; summarizing to create a concise version of a
text;synthesizing within and across texts; building vocabulary; and reading
critically to question an author's point of view and perspective. At the same time,
students develop flexibility as they read across text types and transfer what they
know from one type of text to the next. Throughout the unit, students learn to
grow their ideas and work collaboratively around high-interest text and
topics"--page 4 of cover.
A story of one child's growth in writing, Lessons from a Child explains how
teachers can work with children, helping them to teach themselves and each
other. Matters of classroom management, methods for helping children to use the
peer conference, and ways mini-lessons can extend children's understanding of
good writing are all covered here. Most important, the sequences of writing
development and growth are thoroughly discussed.
"Informational writing is the perfect genre for second graders because nobody is
more curious about the workings of the world and is more eager to tell you a
zillion facts about the topic at hand." --Marika Paez Wiesen Informational writing
taps into second graders natural inclination to explore and excitedly share the
new and strange discoveries that fill their worlds on a daily basis. Marika Paez
Wiesen offers a framework that will help you harness this energy and implement
an informational writing unit of study that thoughtfully addresses the wide range
of learners typically found in a second grade classroom. Addressing the
heightened emphasis on reading and writing informational texts in the Common
Core State Standards and on state tests, this unit of study guides you through the
entire writing process. After considering how to plan and prepare an informational
writing unit that builds on young writers? passions, interests, and abilities, Marika
describes how to get started choosing topics, planning a draft, and beginning to
write chapters. Ensuing chapters explore ways to elaborate on and revise these
chapters with an eye towards addressing conventions and using features
common to nonfiction texts. The final chapter offers ideas on how best to
celebrate this writing and extend this learning across the curriculum. A Quick
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Guide to Teaching Informational Writing, Grade 2 is part of the Workshop Help
Desk series. About the Workshop Help Desk series The Workshop Help Desk
series is designed for teachers who believe in workshop teaching and who have
already rolled up their sleeves enough to have encountered the predictable
challenges. If you've struggled to get around quickly enough to help all your
students, if you've wondered how to tweak your teaching to make it more
effective and lasting, if you've needed to adapt your teaching for English learners,
if you've struggled to teach grammar or nonfiction writing or test prep...if you've
faced these and other specific, pressing challenges, then this series is for you.
Provided in a compact 5" x 7" format, the Workshop Help Desk series offers
pocket-sized professional development. For a comprehensive overview of the
Units of Study for Teaching Writing series, including sample minilessons, sample
videos, overview presentations, frequently asked questions, and information on
the companion principal's guide and the Workshop Help Desk series visit
unitsofstudy.com.
This series of books is designed to help upper-elementary teachers teach a rigourous
yearlong writing curriculum.
Written to accompany their videotape program of the same title this guide stands on its
own as a storehouse of staff development ideas and activities.
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